3.7 **Operational Safeties** - These safeties will include:

1. Manual safety operated by the shooter while handling the firearm
2. Grip safety operated by normal holding of the firearm
3. Drop safeties incorporated to prevent discharge if the firearm is accidentally dropped
4. Internal safeties such as transfer bars, firing pin blocks, hammer blocks, and half cock notches, when installed in firearms as originally manufactured.

3.1.1 **U.S. Pistol, Caliber .45 m1911 or 1911A1 or a Commercial Pistol for the Same Type and Caliber** – Refer to CMP Rule Book.

3.1.2 **U.S. Pistol, 9 mm, M9 or a Commercial Pistol of the Same Type and Caliber** - Refer to CMP Rule Book.

2.10 **Team Representation** - No individual may be a Team Captain, Coach, firing member, or alternative firing member on more than one team in any match.

   (c) A non-firing coach does not have to be a member of the State Association (Rule 2.12) or Military Service (Rule 2.13) that they are coaching.

2.11 **Open Teams** - Teams may be comprised of members without restriction on residency or club membership.

17.4 **Scores for National Team Records** - Such scores must be fired in matches where teams’ fire as a unit and no combination of individual match scores will be considered for recognition as a team record. For recognition as a special group records (“Open,” “Civilian,” “Police,” “Service,” “Woman,” “Junior,” “Senior,” “Grand Senior”) all members of the team must be members of the special group concerned (Rule 1.7(e)). Teams must be bona fide teams as outlined in Rules 2.10 to 2.18.

23.1 **Eligibility** - This competition is open to any competitor otherwise eligible to compete in Precision Pistol competition.